
Which level are you currently working? (If you teach multiple levels, choose
the level you spend the majority of your time)

160 responses

GTA FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE
160 responses

Publish analytics
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How long have you been at GUSD?

160 responses

Do you currently teach remotely from your home or do remotely teach
from your classroom?

159 responses

1-14 years
15 + years58.8%

41.3%

Home
Classroom

8.8%

91.2%



Which best describes the support you are receiving from your site
administrator(s)

160 responses

I would generally describe my overall stress level as it relates to
distance/remote leaning as

160 responses

Excellent support and positive
experience dealing with my n…
Good support but some of my
needs and questions are not…
Fair support, a number of
issues have not been met or…
Poor support, nearly all of my
needs and questions have lar…
Terrible support, none of my q…
N/A I have not had to ask que…

25%

61.3%
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15 (9.4%)

38 (23.8%)

60 (37.5%)

44 (27.5%)



How would you describe your satisfaction with distance learning - as it
applies to your teaching/classroom/daily activities

160 responses

Please elaborate as it applies to the above question. Why did you put that score?

134 responses

There’s kids always late or not coming at all but then they don’t come to office hours
so they just don’t submit work. Sometimes a handful of kids need the entire class
practically to open an assignment but everyone else is ready and wants to go. Most
kids won’t turn on their cameras so it’s like you’re constantly asking if they’re there
unless we’re in a Nearpod or something where you see them working and then even
then you call to them asking to say something or a thumbs up or whatever to know
they’re present and it’s slow or no response.

Distance learning is not an effective means of instruction

Ideally it would be better to be back in person and being at home is not an ideal
environment. However, I would still rather staff and students be at home and safe
than risking our lives to be in person, especially with flu season coming soon.

I can’t have my students abilities with what they actually know without help

There’s nothing like the in person connection you get at school. I can’t walk around a
Zoom meeting.
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I generally feel that the district administration supports me, understands
my needs, and has attempted to address my/our concerns as educators.

160 responses

Regarding the above question - if you answered a 3 or above; what
needs/issues/concerns do you feel have not been addressed?

129 responses

Poor management of resources. Top down decision making. New supt is
disrespectful to fellow teachers.

Technology. Canvas.

I feel like the district is trying to understand the needs of service providers but is not
having clear follow through and communication across all positions and
departments. There is changes in messaging between district members daily and it is
confusing and stressful to think about coming back in person and make my self
physically vulnerable to a sickness when there is no organization going on. I am
getting less hopeful that everyone’s safety can be secured. I am concerned that we
are rushing back our intensive needs students, our most vulnerable population, to be
used as trials for the rest of our student population.

I feel like the teachers are the least of DO’s concerns. They won’t answer questions
and are rude in meetings. I’ve NEVER felt this way about the DO before...until this
year!!! I used to think of GUSD as a family, now it’s just being torn apart. It is very
upsetting!
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Regarding GTA leadership/Executive Committee: Please rate your
satisfaction with the overall communication from leadership

160 responses

Which of the following communication "tools" do you receive the majority
of your information regarding GTA? Check all that apply.

160 responses
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39 (24.4%) 37 (23.1%)
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Monthly email blasts

GTA website
www.glendorateachers.com

Social media - Instagram,
Facebook, Twi…

Site rep reports

Word of mouth

146 (91.3%146 (91.3%146 (91.3%

17 (10.6%)17 (10.6%)17 (10.6%)

37 (23.1%)37 (23.1%)37 (23.1%)

41 (25.6%)41 (25.6%)41 (25.6%)

82 (51.2%)82 (51.2%)82 (51.2%)



Regarding GTA leadership/Executive Committee: Please rate the
attentiveness to any issues you have had. If you have not had an issue or
do have an opinion please mark a 3

155 responses

Regarding GTA leadership/Executive Committee:: I feel that GTA leadership
has my best interest and represents me fairly.

157 responses
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Regarding any of the above topics relating to GTA leadership: please add any
comments you feel are important for us to know. If there is another topic
regarding GTA not covered above but want to express an opinion or inform us,
you may do that here as well.

75 responses

Too close to District admin. Information from teachers that should remain
confidential by GTA leaders is shared with District personnel. Too bad GTA leadership
does not realize those people are not your friends.

I was satisfied with GTA’d comment at the last board meeting. However I think the
GTA meeting that was held before should have been held sooner so more staff had
more time to devote to helping devise a response.

I was upset when GTA started posting political stuff on social media. GTA did not
survey us to see where we stand. We are here to help students, not serve anyone’s
political agenda. Regardless if it is a view/politician I agree with or not, GTA should
never be involved in politics!!! I noticed that it was taken down, but it was never
addressed, it it should have been addressed.

How much money did the district spend on Canvas?

I often have the sense that GTA leader ship is more interested in the lining I often
have the sense that GTA leader ship is more interested in Aligning itself with the new
administration rather than teachers who have devoted their entire careers to GUSD



If, and when, GTA negotiates with the District; which of the following topics
would you like to be negotiated? Keep in mind that SALARY AND BENEFITS
are always negotiated. MARK UP TO THREE OPTIONS

160 responses

As the education process and delivery has dramatically changed over the
last six months, we have had to make changes on a weekly and sometimes
daily basis. Do you feel that you have been properly trained and given the
chance to learn the skills necessary to be an effective teacher.

160 responses
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Transfer Language

Retirement
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Stipends
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Grievance Process

10 (6.3%)10 (6.3%)10 (6.3%)

74 (46.3%)74 (46.3%)74 (46.3%)

34 (21.3%)34 (21.3%)34 (21.3%)

70 (43.8%)70 (43.8%)70 (43.8%)

96 (60%)96 (60%)96 (60%)

23 (14.4%)23 (14.4%)23 (14.4%)

Yes, I have been given ample
time and tools to be as effective
a possible. I understand there…
Mostly yes, I feel I have been
given some tools and some ti…
Mostly no. I do not feel very
confident in my abilities to eff…
No. I do not feel that there was
ample information or time dev…
No opinion

11.9%31.3%

45%



Are there any professional development topics or issues you would like the
district to address?

70 responses

If given the option of receiving a raise in salary or lowering healthcare
costs, which would you prefer? "Both" is not an option...

159 responses

Why? Training provided has been ineffective

It’s a moot point now. We should have been trained prior to school starting and given
more time to work with the tools they felt we needed spend money on and change.

Is the superintendent listening to our principals?

Current progress reports and report cards are not appropriate for distance learning.
Also how are we supposed to handle Parent teacher conferences

Teachers are overwhelmed with the workload!

Not at this time

NA

The union needs to remove our existing president. I do not trust her or have any
confidence in her ability to support me.

Raise in salary (Which counts
towards STRS calculations)
Reduction of healthcare costs
(Which does NOT count
towards STRS calculation)11.9%

88.1%



Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey/questionnaire. In the space
below please add any additional comments

62 responses

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Privacy Policy

I just hope that GUSD can find its way back to what it used to be.

In over 20 years of service to the district I have never felt less supported or more
worried about our future.

Thank you for taking the time to reach out to teachers! We appreciate you!

You go GTA! We support you!

Thank you for all you do!

Thank you!

Thank you, keep up the good work and get some rest!

If we get a raise, can we try not to have our benefit costs increased?

Thank you for asking these hard questions.
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